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ABSTRACT

One of the most important lessons learnt from more
than ten years of robotic exploration in Mars is the high
value of autonomy in terms of operations and science re-
turn. So far, only a few full-scale experiments to fos-
ter autonomy for planetary exploration have been con-
ducted in Europe. One of the most relevant is the re-
cently completed FASTER FP7 framework project, with
one of the main scientific contributions being the ap-
plication of autonomous planning and execution under
uncertainty for two collaborative rovers in a Mars sce-
nario where it is not possible to have humans in the loop.
This paper presents the results of implementing the Qui-
joteExpress (abbreviated QE) mission planner and San-
choExpress executive to tackle these problems. Quijote-
Express is a novel platform-independent planner which
strengths are performance, plan robustness and expres-
siveness. QuijoteExpress was able to produce robust col-
laborative plans for both rovers with only minor tuning
under undeterministic and unstructured scenarios. San-
choExpress is a ROS-based, platform-independent time-
line executive that can command multiple subsystems in
parallel. SanchoExpress (abbreviated SE) can encode
platform-dependent knowledge including repair methods
for some errors which allow the executive to fix the plan
in certain fault scenarios without the need of the re-
planner, therefore contributing to a more robust execution
of the plan. The combined system was found to operate
successfully and reliably during the FASTER field trials,
enhancing the systems autonomy and enabling complex
behaviour to be executed in a robust and fault tolerant
manner.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Increased autonomy is a priority because constrained
communication links, long round trip communication

times and the lack of models of remote planetary environ-
ments all exacerbate the problems of control for reliable
conduct of science and engineering operations.

To date, very few full-scale experiments aimed at foster-
ing increased autonomy for planetary exploration have
been conducted in Europe. Two of the most rele-
vant projects in this field are The Goal Oriented Au-
tonomous Controller (GOAC) [5] and the recently com-
pleted FASTER FP7 project. GOAC was developed
within ESA as an on-board controller to demonstrate
key concepts required for fully autonomous operations.
FASTER (Forward Acquisition of Soil and Terrain data
by Exploration Rover) was a FP7 framework project
aimed to enable higher travel velocities whilst reducing
risks during the traverse. The project was composed of
two exploration rovers working cooperatively, compris-
ing the ExoMars prototype “Bridget” as the primary rover
(PR from now on), and a high mobility, lightweight hy-
brid wheel / leg vehicle used under the control of the
primary rover to scout the planned path (SR from now
on), gathering data to assess its trafficability. Data on ter-
rain conditions was shared between the rovers to build a
global map. In case of elevated risk due to poor traffica-
bility, re-planning was conducted to avoid the dangerous
zones, thus enhancing overall mission safety.

This scenario is challenging to execute without humans
in the loop.The environment is by definition uncertain,
and tasks will take an unknown time to complete. How-
ever, for a realistic mission scenario, it is not possible
to have humans in the loop. Rather, an approach where
the two rovers operate autonomously is required; given
the uncertainties inherent in the scenario, a robust appli-
cation of autonomous planning and execution strategies
was required. This paper presents the results from im-
plementing the QuijoteExpress mission planner and San-
choExpress executive to tackle these problems.

2. BACKGROUND

Several temporal planners have been deployed to date
in real missions: HSTS [15], used for the short term



scheduling of the Hubble Space Telescope; Europa2 [13],
used for several NASA missions including MAPGEN,
the ground-based daily activity planning system for the
Mars Exploration Rover (MER); ASPEN [7], a hierar-
chical, timeline-based planner (TLP) used in missions
such as EO-1 or DS-1; IxTET, a pioneer about time and
resources reasoning; and AP2[6], a planner developed
for the GOAC architecture[5] which integrates planning,
execution and replanning capabilities. MER and Cu-
riosity rovers were endowed with multiple dedicated au-
tonomous systems on-board such as auto-navigation[2],
target tracking, autonomous instrument placement, dust
devils&cloud detection and specially automated science
targeting[12]. However, no mission planner has been
used to date in a planetary rover mission, mainly due to
the hard constrains imposed by a close interaction with
such an undeterministic environment. QuijoteExpress ad-
dresses some of these challenges by means of a more ex-
pressive and faster planner able to handle uncertainty for
future space robotic missions such as MSR[9].

Besides an automated mission planner, the spacecraft
needs to be capable of timely executing and monitoring
the activities contained in the plan. Automated execu-
tion has not been so deeply studied as planning from a
research point of view. Some general executives such as
Smach1 or Teer2 have been developed for ROS, but none
satisfied the requirements posed by FASTER. SMACH
requires as input a model of all automata defined with its
own specific language forcing the users to duplicate the
modelling for the solving an execution layers. Besides,
SMACH does not support the temporal relations required
to execute our flexible plans. Teer has a closer approach
to timelines but it was not considered powerful enough to
properly represent conditional execution. T-Rex has been
used with APSI planners in the GOAC experiment[6] but
requires a lot of tailoring and depend on proprietary li-
braries. Moreover, it is not implemented in ROS, mak-
ing difficult its use in many robotic platforms including
FASTER.

Planner and executive are integrated by means of an ar-
chitecture. It is usually divided in several layers operating
at different levels of abstraction and reaction-time. Tradi-
tionally, three tier architectures such as 3T[3], Atlantis or
LAAS-CNRS clearly dominated. They are based on the
following layers: (1) Deliberative: Long term planner;
(2) Reactive: Short term planner; (3) Functional: Low-
est level layer, tightly coupled with the specific platform.
An alternative idea is based on two layers represented by
IDEA[16] and CLARAty where the planner and execu-
tive work together with a common plan.

Following sections present the architecture designed for
FASTER and describes how QuijoteExpress, the mission
planner, and SanchoExpress, a reactive executive, worked
together in a collaborative multi-rover scenario.

1SMACH official site, http://wiki.ros.org/smach.
2Teer official site, http://wiki.ros.org/executive_

teer.

3. ARCHITECTURE

To coordinate users, planner and executive, a 3-layers ar-
chitecture depicted in Figure 1 has been developed. The
deliberative layer is in charge of generating and repair-
ing the plan, the reactive performs action dispatching and
monitoring while in the functional, the dedicated execu-
tives implement platform-dependent low level functions.

Figure 1. Three layers architecture.

For FASTER, the deliberative components were located
in the Ground Segment represented by a laptop. The re-
active component, a generic executive installed on the
the on-board computer (OBC) of the PR, was in charge
of dispatching actions to both rovers. The approach de-
rives from the idea of a master robot in charge of deciding
what to do according to the uploaded plan (taking advan-
tage of higher computational capabilities) and a subordi-
nated robot following instructions. This schema is very
simple and allowed the mission to reach the targeted E3
level of autonomy, similar to current MER or Curiosity
missions. Nevertheless, the architecture can operate in
the whole range of autonomy levels, from E1 to E4[1]
and can be easily adapted to other scenarios such as dis-
tributed robots sharing the same responsibilities.

3.1. Operations in FASTER

The operations cycle starts on-ground with the defini-
tion of a new problem, consisting on the specification
of the current state of the system and the goals to be
achieved. These inputs are passed to the planner on-
ground in charge of generating either the initial plan or
fixing a failed plan. For this duty, QE uses computational-
intensive algorithms that can deeply evaluate the search
space.

The outcome is a temporal, hierarchical, sufficient plan
that is uplinked to the PR that will start execution at the
origin time indicated by the first action. Once the plan
is completed, the rovers get into Idle mode until further
plans are uploaded. In case of failure, two options are
possible: (1) The executive manages to repair the plan

http://wiki.ros.org/smach
http://wiki.ros.org/executive_teer
http://wiki.ros.org/executive_teer


without altering the time constraints and resumes execu-
tion; (2) The status of the robots is sent back to Ground
Segment while the robots wait for further instructions.

Next sections provide further details about the mission
planner and executive.

4. QUIJOTEEXPRESS

QuijoteExpress is an APSI-based planner for autonomous
robotic systems (on-ground and on-board) in partially ob-
servable, non-deterministic and dynamic scenarios such
as Mars rovers or highly reconfigurable satellites.

The planner addresses the problems presented by this
type of environments by means of three characteristics:
performance, plan robustness and expressiveness.

Improving planning performance is critical in situations
where a fast reaction determines the success of the mis-
sion. In space, this is critical in missions such as Earth
observation satellites that need to rapidly react to capture
images of a specific region [8] or Mars rovers to capture
serendipitous events such as dust devils [4].

Second, to be able to produce robust plans even for highly
complex scenarios where all assumptions previously de-
scribed are applicable.

Third, to improve the interaction user/planner in two
ways: Increase the language expressiveness to create
more realistic models and second to generate more un-
derstandable plans, easier to be verified and validated by
visual inspection.

4.1. Technology

QuijoteExpress is a first-in-class planner based on
the combination of applied and classical planning
techniques[10, 11]. From an applied point of view, it is
based on a hierarchical timeline approach. However, it
profoundly deviates from any other timeline planner de-
veloped so far to the best of our knowledge, as it uses
heuristical, forward-chaining search in the state-space as
most modern classical planners such as[14] do, which
means that the planner starts searching from the initial
state moving forward towards the last state in opposition
to temporal planners, based on fixing flaws regardless of
their temporal ordering.

The planner is sound and complete but the scheduler in-
herited from AP 2 is not. Nevertheless, the lack of com-
pleteness never resulted on a failure to generate a plan
and might not be possible (nor desirable) to be guaran-
teed under some circumstances, like for an anytime re-
planner which main target is to provide a solution as fast
as possible.

The main novelties that QE presents are:

Level
Description Functions

E5
Execution of
opportunistic-
science mission
operations on-board

During long missions
involving smaller human
teams, it allows the
robot to autonomously
discover and explore
serendipitous science
opportunities

Table 1. New Autonomy Level.

HTLN: The planner is based on the formal definition of
HTLN planning intended to provide a more expressive
language and more understandable solutions in the form
of hierarchical plans. Contrary to most HTN planners,
QE is based on the construction of hierarchical structures
rather than goals replacement, adding new levels of detail
as complex tasks are refined into subtasks. This strategy
is derived from HTLN formalism[10].

Sufficient Planning: The planner can generate partially
defined plans which helps to create more robust and ver-
satile solutions as it postpones the need to take some de-
cisions to the moment when the information is available.
This could enable a new level of autonomy described in
Table 1. E5 seems to be specially suitable for missions
such as MSR where the rover is expected to cover big
distances every Sol [10].

Parallel Planning: QE can take advantage of modern mi-
croprocessors endowed with multi-threading, multi-core
capabilities by running in parallel several resolvers and
heuristics to improve the performance[10].

Forward-Chaining in the state-space: QE is the first
heuristic forward-chaining TLP planner to the best of our
knowledge. That technique, adapted from classical plan-
ners to timelines, implies that search starts in the initial
state towards the goal states (which have been previously
ordered) while other temporal planners use a partially or-
dered approach named plan-space. The aim is twofold:
(1) To improve the performance of the planner and (2) To
benefit from the huge amount of research performed in
this field, incorporating to TLP algorithms and research
trends from classical planning[9].

Heuristic Planning: Derived from the previous point,
QE can benefit from classical heuristics such as Land-
marks or PDBs for satisficing and optimal planning in
the state-space in opposition to Fewest Alternative First
(FAF) heuristics typically used in TLP planning. The
benefits are identical to those stated above[9].

Even though some of these aspects have been previously
explored for classical planning, they are certainly innova-
tive in the field of timeline planning. The combination of
Sufficient Planning and HTLN might represent the first
steps towards more advanced levels of autonomy such as
E5 presented in Table 1.



4.2. Planning for FASTER

QuijoteExpress is domain-independent and therefore
does not need to be specially tailored for any specific
problem. However, we need to provide QE with the ap-
propriate inputs, which are: Domain (D), Behaviours (B)
and Problem (P ).

4.2.1. Domain model

The domain model D contains a formal description of the
components about which it is required to perform plan-
ning.

Taking advantage of QE hierarchical capabilities,
FASTER domain has been organised in two layers (see
Figure 73): abstract and primitive.

The higher layer contains abstract components detached
from any specific subsystem, used by operators to define
mission goals. Four abstract components were defined
for FASTER: Mission, Navigation, Primary Rover and
Scout Rover. The Mission component contains generic
FASTER mission goals. In nominal situations, the user
will exclusively use this component and the planner will
take care of adding the corresponding actions for the rest
of components in order to achieve the goals. In non-
nominal situations such as failures, the operator might
want to specify lower level goals to have a better control
of the plan generated. Due to the relevance of traverses
for this scenario, a dedicated component called Naviga-
tion has been defined. With respect to the rovers, each has
an abstract component that contains the high level goals
each can perform.

The lower layer defines the subsystems of the primary
rover, scout rover and external elements. The first con-
tains five subsystem: mission planner, executive, path
planner, locomotion and antenna, but only the last three
are required to generate plans. The scout has three sub-
systems: executive, path planner and locomotion, but
only the last two are relevant to generate plans. Besides
the formal description of the robots, D must contain as
well relevant information about those external elements
that might pose constraints to the mission such as ground
segment, satellites, other robots, etc.

4.2.2. Behaviours (Knowledge DataBase)

While the domain is used to formally describe the world,
the behaviours are used to describe mission-dependent
concepts, more specifically, how to achieve complex
goals by means of networks of subgoals and constraints
among them.

3Due to the complexity of the model, multiple sub-states and rela-
tions have been abstracted away.

Figure 2. List of hierarchical behaviours included in the
Knowledge Database of QuijoteExpress for FASTER.

Figure 3. Behaviour for collaborative traverse involving
a Primary and Scout rovers.

FASTER behaviours are also modelled in a hierarchi-
cal way containing two main groups: Traverse and
Communication. The first group, illustrated in Figure 2
is the most relevant and models three different types of
autonomous navigation, each containing complex activi-
ties further subdivided in sub-behaviours:

• Traverse − PR: Describes the activities to con-
duct when the primary is traversing alone. This be-
haviour might be required in case the scout is lost.

• BringBack−SR: Describes the activities to bring
back the scout nearby the primary. This behaviour is
required in situations in which the scout did not find
a path, the primary cannot traverse the planned path
towards the scout or there is a change in the mission
goals when the two robots are not close.

• Traverse− Team: Describes the activities to con-
duct when both primary and scout are navigating in
nominal formation.

The most interesting one is Traverse − Team which
decomposition is illustrated in Figure 3.

The execution of this behaviour is only possible in case:
(1) Both robots are operational and in formation (see Fig-
ure 4); (2) Ground Segment has generated a mission plan
containing a Traverse−Team activity and a global map
containing a number of identified paths for the rovers4;

4A path is represented as an undirectional graph divided in way-
points, each separated at most 4 meters away due to the limitation in the
range of the different sensors.



Figure 4. Primary and Scout rovers in formation before
starting the next traverse to waypoint (Courtesy of Air-
bus).

(3) Both the plan and the global map have been uplinked
to the PR.

First of all, the PR selects one of the routes and tries to lo-
calize the marker of the scout based on imagery provided
by the Navcams. If the localization is successful, the PR
calculates its position and send it back to the scout. Oth-
erwise, the plan can be fixed by commanding the scout to
position itself in front of the primary and the localization
process is repeated.

Next, the rovers turn in place until they are facing the
next waypoint. The PR generates a new map mixing the
sensing information from the scout and primary in the
global map and a new path is calculated based on the
new information. In case a path cannot be found and the
scout is far away from the primary, it is commanded to
come back and the process is repeated based on the up-
dated traversability graph. Otherwise, the path is sent to
the scout, who starts first to move towards the next way-
point. During the traverse, trafficability information from
the Soil Sensing System (SSS) is used to update the lo-
cal map. If the scout arrives to the waypoint, the primary
follows. In case the scout or later on the primary cannot
avoid an obstacle in the path, the scout is brought back
and a new cycle is started.

The end of the planned traverse can be reached in the
following ways. Either the rovers can no longer find
a global path to the final waypoint, in which case they
should wait to the next communication window to report
the problem and obtain further instructions from Ground
Segment. Otherwise, the rovers have reached the goal
waypoint, which indicates a successful execution of the
traversal plan. In case this is not the last activity, execu-
tion continues.

5. SANCHOEXPRESS

SanchoExpress is a domain-independent executive to be
used on-board with the mission of translating the plans
generated by an APSI planner into actions to be executed
by the robot or spacecraft. It can be used directly by the
user in low-levels of autonomy (E1 or teleoperation) or in
direct connection to the planner in higher levels.

An executive is responsible for two tasks:

• Dispatcher: In charge of selecting the next decision
dv to be executed and timely send it to the corre-
sponding subsystem.

• Monitor: In charge of tracking the execution of the
decisions and take appropriate measures in case of
errors.

5.1. Technology

SE is based on ROS. It is endowed with the following
capabilities:

Temporal Execution: Each time-tagged decision con-
tains a starting and ending time, labelled as ts and te re-
spectively. The executive should be able to handle these
tags in order to dispatch the decisions at due time.

Parallel execution: Capable of executing/monitoring
concurrent systems, e.g multiple sub-systems in parallel.

Fault detection, isolation, and recovery (FDIR): Ex-
ecution might fail for different reasons. The following
FDIR capabilities are mandatory to guarantee the safety
of the spacecraft: (1) The executive shall be able to detect
and identify failure of an on-going plan; (2) On recogni-
tion of a failure, the executive shall attempt to validate
and execute contingency action sequences; (3) If possi-
ble, autonomous recovery might take place after the exe-
cution of the contingency actions.

SE supports the execution of Flexible Domain Timelines.
In [17] a flexible domain timeline is defined as a set of
two or more totally ordered time points with associated
tuples of values plus a set of minimal and maximal dis-
tances between each pair of consecutive time points (see
figure 6). The first time point is always the origin of the
temporal problem while the last is the horizon, i.e., if the
temporal problem is defined in [O,H], the first time point
of the flexible timeline occurs in [O,O] and the last oc-
curs in [H,H].

Internally, a plan is represented in SE as a matrix of val-
ues where each row corresponds to a timeline and each
column to a transition (see Figure 6), being a transition
represented by a time point in which at least one of the
timelines changes its value. For example, plan[i][j] cor-
responds to the value of the i − th timeline at j − th
transition.



SE is divided in two layers: A generic executive and
platform-dependent executives.

If SanchoExpress is not executing already a plan then it
calls the generic executive. The execution starts with the
first transition specified in the plan. For the current tran-
sition, SE extracts for all the timelines changing value,
their next decision dv . For each of these decisions, the al-
gorithm sets as the current starting point the lower bound
of the current transition and as upper bound (the last in-
stant at which the decision can finish execution) the upper
bound of the transition in which its timeline change value
again. Finally it calls the dedicated executive in charge of
executing dv at the earliest start time of the lower bound
and moves to the next value.

The algorithm iterates over all the transitions until either
the last transition is successfully finished, it is interrupted
by the user or an error arises during execution. Changing
the strategy to an execution based on the latest starting
time is trivial. Once the execution is completed, San-
choExpress sends back the plan containing updated in-
formation about the execution.

5.2. Execution for FASTER

A dedicated executive is an abstract subsystem that of-
fers a list of services mapped to one or several real sub-
systems. In FASTER five dedicated executives were de-
fined: Communications, Primary Rover Path Planning,
Primary Rover Locomotion, Scout Rover Path Planning
and Scout Rover Locomotion. Primary Rover Locomo-
tion for example requires services from two real subsys-
tems: Global Navigation and Primary Locomotion Sys-
tem.

Once a goal is received, the dedicated executive calls
the corresponding method in charge of interpreting it.
Each method might perform several low level opera-
tions involving services from different subsystems. For
example, the method TurnToWP (goal), implemented
in the ExecutivePrimaryLocomotion to turn the rover
to the given waypoint, calls internally the functions
GN NextWaypoint provided by the global navigation
subsystem, GetTransform to change the waypoint co-
ordinates from the world reference to the rover and finally
BLS PointTurn provided by Bridget locomotion sys-
tem to actually perform the turn.

Each low level operation is sent to the controller and
the executive waits for its completion. At this level is
where the monitoring actually takes place. In case the
call fails or the returned values from the call are in-
correct, the dedicated executive will label the result as
Execution Failed. Finally, the executive returns a mes-
sage with the updated values to SE.

In the FASTER scenario, some dedicated executives were
endowed with short-scope repairing capabilities for very
specific errors. In case one of the methods returns an error

for which the dedicated executive has a repairing proce-
dure, it will automatically call it. As the failing decision
dv has not been re-planned, the repairing procedure must
be completed within the time allotted to dv . Moreover,
it must be taken into account possible issues related with
the consumption of resources when implementing these
repair procedures. The time te in which the repair proce-
dure finishes will be the one indicated in the timestamp
of dv . In case of succeed, SE will not have even noticed
that there were a problem and still it will receive in the
result the appropriate values regarding resource and time
consumption.

6. FIELD TRIALS

The final system was presented to EU, ESA and NASA
officials during the full day Workshop and Final Demon-
stration event, held on October 23rd, 2014 in the New
Mars Yard facility, Airbus DS, Stevenage, UK.

The demonstration was based on the following scenario:

• The FASTER System would target a location 15m
away in straight line from the starting point.

• The path to the target should contain both visible,
hard obstacles (e.g. rocks) of different sizes and hid-
den hazards consisting of soils considered unsafe for
the traverse of the PR.

• The rocks will be placed to force the PR to go
through the hidden hazard zone, comprising a sub-
surface hazard consisting of small pit(s) containing
a Sand Trap Analogue covered with a layer of sand
to make it visually similar to its surroundings.

• The planned path will be first traversed by the SR,
whilst deploying its sensors. The scout should de-
tect the hidden hazard, evaluate its severity using its
onboard sensors, and convey data to the PR with a
trafficability evaluation and the location of the haz-
ard.

• Data on visible hazards will be derived both from
the SR on-board sensors and from PR data

6.1. Preparing the test

Setup of the Mars Yard: It is a large indoor facility that
represents a mock-up of a Martian-like environment for
testing robotic prototypes. The configuration of the sce-
nario is shown in Figure 5. A sand trap, not visible with
cameras, was situated in the way between the rovers and
the target. A big rock represented the second obstacle
after the trap in the way of the rovers.

Setup of the rovers and computers: The two robots
were in formation, pointing toward the target and all sub-
systems in their default states. The mission planner was



Figure 5. Graphical representation of the Mars Yard configuration for Scenario 1. Sloped sections of the yard are shown
by gradient fill areas where the slope rises toward the lighter fill colour. Black lines represent the final trajectory of both
robots. A sandtrap is marked as a white rectangle while rocks are red hexagons of different sizes.

deployed in an external laptop, while the rest of the flight
software was running in the primary OBC. The three op-
erators where connected to the OBC only to initialize the
different subsystems and launch the plan.

Setup of Ground Segment: Field trials required the par-
ticipation of at least one responsible for each subsystem:
PR On-Board Computer (OBC), SR OBC, Planner/Exec-
utive, Path planner, Wheel Bevameter, Penetrometer, Pri-
mary rover, Scout rover, etc. Upon starting of the tests,
only three operators were required: Primary OBC, Scout
OBC and Planner/Executive. Once the two OBCs were
ready and a plan generated, the Executive operator could
launch the plan, starting the autonomous operations.

Mission definition: The mission consisted on just two
goals: a long traverse and a final communication with
ground segment. The formal specification of the prob-
lem for QuijoteExpress included the initial state for all
the sub-systems plus the two goals.

6.2. Results

The domain shown if Figure 7, the behaviours partially
illustrated in Figure 2 and the problem previously de-
scribed represented the input for the planner. Quijote-
Express was configured in single-thread mode (no paral-
lelism) and with blind heuristics. Still, a whole plan was
generated in less than ten seconds. The planner was con-
figured to generate a flexible plan in which starting and
ending times have tolerance margins.

The resulting plan consisted of 12 traverse cycles, each
containing 18 transitions organized in five timelines, one
for each subsystem. Figure 6 partially illustrates how a
traverse for the PR looks like.

In case of failure, two possible repairing activities were
considered: (1) The executive could repair a number of
specific errors without re-planning; (2) Stop execution,
drop some activities of the plan and launch it again.

Once the plan was uploaded in the primary OBC, all sub-
systems including the generic and dedicated executives

were started and the flight software was commanded to
start autonomous execution of the plan. At that time the
role of the operators got reduced to a mere supervision
activity.

The execution proceeded as follows: Arrival to sand
trap: The scout moved towards the target. Once it en-
tered the sand trap, it produced a “No-Go” trafficability
value and a circular area around the trap was marked as
non-trafficable.

Executive repairs the plan: ExecutiveScoutLocomo-
tion then called the failure state SRLoc-HazardDetected,
which contains a specific behaviour to repair the plan.
Internally, the dedicated executive called the path plan-
ner to recalculate the path of both rovers, the updated
map was sent to the scout and traverse resumed. The
repair activities were executed during the time bound-
aries of SRLoc−TraverseWithSS. If the time bounds
were exceeded, the error would have been scaled for re-
planning.

Arrival to first intermediate waypoint The scout then
performed the avoiding manoeuvre. Once it arrived to
the first intermediate waypoint, it stops and the primary
started to move towards it following the updated path.

Reach successive intermediate waypoints: At every in-
termediate waypoint, the rovers were pointed towards the
next waypoint to allow the sensors to generate a map of
the area they should traverse. Several perception cycles
were repeated between intermediate waypoints.

Arrival to target: Due to the limited time for the demo,
the rovers were stopped before reaching the target.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The FASTER team was able to successfully demonstrate
the whole system. From the point of view of mission
planning, we could demonstrate the validity in a real sce-
nario of a complex plan and the feasibility of flexible



Figure 6. Flexible domain timelines for the FASTER Primary Rover. The highlighted boxes represent goals.

timelines in such scenarios. The executive worked as ex-
pected and was able to automatically recognize a failure
condition, launching appropriated repairing behaviours
that managed to work within time, without the need of
any re-planning.

The solution proposed could be easily adapted to differ-
ent levels of autonomy just modifying the role of Quijo-
teExpress. It allows the architecture to be used in differ-
ent scenarios such as robotic teleoperations in near bodies
such as the moon or deep space such as Mars.

An important update of QuijoteExpress is near comple-
tion and will be soon tested in a rescue scenario to demon-
strate its re-planning capabilities. It is also planned to
improve in the future the heuristics to obtain even bet-
ter performance. At the same time, a close integration
with a fast path planner has been proposed, allowing QE
to make better estimations about time and resources re-
quired by rovers on navigation missions. Regarding the
executive, the intention is to integrate it together with the
deliberative layer in such a way that both share a common
representation of the plan.
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Figure 7. Subsystems of the Primary and Scout rover relevant for QuijoteExpress. Coloured boxes represent different
state types: Blue - Complex; White - Simple; Red: Error; Orange: Default. Coloured lines represent different relations
between states: Black - Transition; Blue - Decomposition; Dotted orange - Dependency
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